With the arrival of graphic revolution, it has become increasingly impossible lo draw the hnes between persona! and political, private and market. Television, social media and their imitative versions of newspapers have become dependent more on selling the images, literally and metaphorically to negate the pressure of public opinion in pnblic sphere. Media as a scciai institutiori, serve the purpose of legitimizing the efforts of hegemony construction by different other scxrial and religious institutions and in th« process get involved in producing 'metalanguage'. The efforts of media to turn everyone into celebrity enjoy the advantage of drawng public attention lo farcical and construct an air of simplicity and ease. The emergence of celebrities with the help of pseudo-events in our social %vorld has been able to foster a culture of consumption and leisure. Newspapers, supposedly a more sober and less instantaneous medium are also forced to follow the business rules set by the visual media 'Hie intrinsic difference between a celebrity and a star happens to be one that a celebrit}' xs m most cases incapable of beconiing a star, which requires a certain amount of qualities. With the boundary between public and private closing down, the celebrities are in control of public imagination. Their existence in public life has been internalized giving birth to new kind of political discourses. The discursive elements of celebrity Keywords: Discourse position, discourse strand, cclebritisation, para-social interaction, ideological square
With the arrival of graphic revolution, it has become increasingly impossible lo draw the hnes between persona! and political, private and market. Television, social media and their imitative versions of newspapers have become dependent more on selling the images, literally and metaphorically to negate the pressure of public opinion in pnblic sphere. Media as a scciai institutiori, serve the purpose of legitimizing the efforts of hegemony construction by different other scxrial and religious institutions and in th« process get involved in producing 'metalanguage'. The efforts of media to turn everyone into celebrity enjoy the advantage of drawng public attention lo farcical and construct an air of simplicity and ease. The emergence of celebrities with the help of pseudo-events in our social %vorld has been able to foster a culture of consumption and leisure. Newspapers, supposedly a more sober and less instantaneous medium are also forced to follow the business rules set by the visual media 'Hie intrinsic difference between a celebrity and a star happens to be one that a celebrit}' xs m most cases incapable of beconiing a star, which requires a certain amount of qualities. With the boundary between public and private closing down, the celebrities are in control of public imagination. Their existence in public life has been internalized giving birth to new kind of political discourses. The discursive elements of celebrity discourse are capable of giving birth to a new kind of 'metalaguage' also. The article looks into the construction of a celebrity in the pages of India's most famous English newspapers and tries to analyze how these discursive elements are giving birth to new possibilities of a narcotizing dysfunction or collective amnesia.
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Prologue
With the narrowing dov^'n of sky by mediatised events and the replacement of public concern by 'publicisable public and pseudoevents' (Boorstin, 1961) , the public place has become a veritable battleground for hogging limelight with the help of media. While the pamphleteering for public personalities by media has been a recognizable goal for many years, especially with media emerging as a corporate institution serving polilical asid hegemony building purposes, the graphic revolution in the last thirty odd years even in India has set new parameters for transformation of stardom into cclebritydom. Celebrities have been able to initiate a culture of consumption, leisure and inimitable private life leading to mass desire of consumption. Media have been able to obliterate the importance of the existence of at least some qualities as a prerequisite for stardom from public perception by introducing celebritydom, which essentially thrives on liberal doses of consumption. In a public discussion dominated by 'mediated interaction', which suffers from assmchrocity of time and space, celebrities have the abilitv' to introduce a completely new interpretation of existing social values. While 'mediated interaction' (Thompson,! 995) through the introduction of social media has taken over the other more established forms of media, the interpretation of celebrity' culture promoted by media as vacfllating between democratic populist and cultural decline theorem of popular politics is gaining momentum. Foucault (1979) has been instrumental in talking about the power in modern societies emanating from discourses and how power is increasingly shifting out of the hands of established political machineries. While both liberals and Marxists are aghast at thi.'; understanding of Making of a Celebnty Artha | Soc Sa, 11, 2(2012) diminishing capabilities of established political blocks, his understanding of politics being essentially decentralized and giving birth to new forms of social movements and power blocks with the help of emerging discourses available in new kinds of 'metalanguages' (Barthes, 1991) could land the understanding about celebrity coverage of media on a different plane altogether. Evans, J. et. al (2005) argue that "Celebrity is a resource created and deployed by a range of often interlocking media-such as tiie press, films and television programme-to which audiences respond in all manner of ways". Celebrity is usually defined in popular discourse as a well-known person to the public for their actions who finds space in media coverage frequently. A celebrity is a person who is known for his 'well knownness' (Boorstin, 1961) .
Celebrit}'' news makes the famous person more real and provides sense of commonalit}' with people. Celebrities provide a constellation of recognizable and familiar people to reconnect both with celebrities and with each other (Marshall, 1997) .Celebrity journalism presupposes that it can create an aura about the ceiebrit)v briiig out their ordinariness along with their extraordinariness and bridge the gap between celebrity and their fans by providing intimacy with their ever\'day lives. Marshall (1997) considers this as 'affective investment' in celebrities by readers because v^f the perKjnal background of the celebrities as is provided in newspapers, magazines and etewhere. Celebrity foumalsBt which dates back to .Vineteenth centurj-essentially means nei%'s coverage of celebrities of their personal details, scandals, vacuous discussions, gossips, profile of celebrity, public moments involving celebrities, sensational news, famous personalities to speak on their programmes and promotional events, individual achievements and news about their ordinariness along with extraordinariness which can be related with evervda\' life.
The entire celebrity culture is based on self-representation, positive approach towards celebrity, which represents individualistic power based on the distinctive characters of the persons alone, which are famous for what they are. It has been termed as a process of social levelling (Gray, 2002; Cowen, 2000; Garrat, 2002) which is the development of a capitalist market society. Again, for Boorstin
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Silajit Guha and Sudipta Paul ISSN 0975-329X (1961) a celebrity is one who suffers from narcissistic self-obsession and is a mere cultural decline where instant gratification is preferred. Due to celebrity culture, different spheres are merged together-public and private, information and entertainment, facts and fiction.
Mass media as a mediating plane for fostering liberal aspirations, new ideas and societal change have its own set of discourses. Discourse of print media is different from the broadcast media discourse. Mass media as an important negotiator of the societ)' are in a continuous process of developing its own discourse and eroding the boundaries between the producers and consumers. Media's responsibility is to negotiate between public order of discourse and private order of discourse. News produced by media are received and consumed in private context. According to Norman Fairclough (1995) , any discourse can be divided into the coiTimunicative event and the order of discourse. Discourse is a multidimensional social phenomenon (Wodak & Meyer, 2009) . It can be a linguistic object, an action, social practice, mental representation, communicative event, and a cultural product. Communicative events in a society mean production of news and chain of events on celebrity and their actions, which go through from the process of production to the process of consumption; order of discourse here essentially means celebrity discourse. In a discourse like that, chain of events is determined by the ideological position of the producer since the nature of media power and ideologies of media are interconnected.
Text and Celebrity
According to Evans, J et al (2(M35) , a celebrity text can be categorized into three layers of texts -core text, secondary text and tertiary text., Core text represents the work of the celebrity i.e. films, books, television sho'vvs, sport performances, political social actions etc. Secondary text refers to the texts of several genres including gossips, which promote the core work of the celebritj.-. Tertiary level indicates text constructed by the audience through production of fan fiction or fandoin, which is excluded from the present study. This categorization helps to understand the relation between the discursive practices (language and thoughts in celebrity news) and
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Making ol a Celebrity Artha / Soc Set, 11, 2(2012) non-discursive practices (actions of celebrity); how core and secondar\' text interact. In the context of the present study, it helps to understand whether news and entertainntent are blended together or the focus is on the individual rather than their actions.
'The ideological work of media language can be determined from how the world is presented, what identities are set up and what relationship is built up among media producer and consumer, here celebritv' and their readers, Horton and Wohi's (2004) theory of Para-social interaction for radio and television can also be used to understand the production and consumption of celebrity text by the press and its readers. "Different but not dissimilar to ordinary social interaction of the face to face kind. Para-social interaction refers to the apparent familiarity between media personalities and audiences that can be established through routine use of radio and television . . , , This familiarity can become a substitute for or may eomplement more traditional sources of familiarity, such as interactions between family members, relatives and friends. An 'iltision of intimacy' (Horton and Wohl, 2004) can be fostered in tiie performance features of these media, such as their conversational style . . . ." (Laughey, 2007) . Concept of 'personae' i.e. personalities are coupled nith the Para-sodal Interaction to form relationship uith readers through media (Horton and Wohl, 2(KM) . TMs creates an intimac)-and 'a continuing relationstup' with the readeis/audiencEs. Joshua Meyrowitz (1985) mentions, "The Para-social framework may explain why many singing stars turn to more and more personal lyrics and themes as their careers develop and why public officials often add more private information to their public speeches as they become more widely known". Hence, it creates niche for more personalized .information and entertainment through construction of illusion of interaction between those who are represented and their readers to minimize the gap. Viewers or readers feels intimacy with the celebrity projected in the media through the process of 'celebritisation' in which a person is portrayed and constructed as a celebrity by the media. According to Evans, |. eta! (2005) , 'celebritisation' is a process of considerable social and even political significance. It's an effort to reveal something that is normally hidden, to uncover the 'true self (Dver, 1979) of the celebrity. Paul   ISSN 
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Analyzing the Text Analysis of a discourse has to presuppose that 'language use Is always social' and that 'discourse both reflects and constructs, the social world' (Rogers, 2004) . Critical discourse analysis attempts to discover how the textual interpretation, discursive and non discursive practices in a private situation and how socio<ulturdl situations are related to dialectics which creates new set of emerging discourse; these social practice and discourse practice are dialectical in nattire i. e, two way. Discourse Analysis tries to find out the influence of social context on use of language. But Van Dijk (2008a ,2009 argues that no such direct influence exists, because social structure and discourse structures cannot be related directly, and need the mediation of an interface. The mass media have power to influence knowledge, beliefs^ values, social power relations and social identities (Fairclough, 1995) . It has the power to represent things in particular ways especially through the use of language. The power of media can be revealed through the analysis of preferred language use. "Language use m any text is alwavs simultaneously constitutive of (1) social identities,(2) social relations and (3) systems of kno^^•ledge and belief" (Fairclough, 1995) .
Study Objectives
The researchers attempt here to analyze the discursive practices (language and thoughts) of press in the arena of celebritv* journalism in certain Indian newspapers It is also attempted to underscore the linguistic and 'discoursal nature of media power'. The researchers also take an objective to explore the ideology-of celebrity news, and how their messages are packaged for consumption of the readers. The protagonist of each story has been defined as actor in accordance with the practice of critical discourse analysis.
Evaluating the Discourse of Celebrity News Items
Three news items on celebrities from different fields are chosen for analysis first is the interview of a pohtical rcjebriiy (B^*" January Making of a Cclcbrih' Arlha J Soc Sci. 11, 2(2012) 2012, Times of India'), second one is the news interview of an Indian fiim director (8* Januarv-2012 . Tbms of India) and third one is an article on a social celebrity (15* January 2012, Times of India).
The first sample of the analysis in the article had appeared on 8* January 2012, Sundayin discourse plane (here newspaper) Times of India's Times Nation section. The context of the news is a news interview of a political celebrity on the occasion of upcoming U.P. Anaphoric/Cataphoric Reference "Anaphoric reference is where a word or phrase refers back to another word or phrase used earlier in a text" (Paltridge, 2(K36). And cataphoric reference is described by Paltridge (2006) as "an item, which refers forward to another word or phrase which is used later in the texi". As the analysis is on celebrity persona, the examples of references are chosen to find out how the actors are described or projected m the story. The distinct examples are shown in italics here:
"Frequent rumours of his return to the BJP do not amuse Kalyan Singh anymore. The two times UP Chief Minister has weathered many a political storms since his hey days. A much-chastened Kalyan candidly admits that rejoining BJP and chumming up with Mulayam Singh Yadav were "greatest blunders" he had ever committed. However, the successive betrayals helped him to reinvent himself. Therefore, after Ramdhun lost its appeal among UP voters, the one-time face of hardcore Hindutva has changed Ms profile of being a patron of the youth. (He even has a good word for Rahul Gandhi). In a candid intenjiew with Manjari Mishra, the former UP CM says that more than 50% candidates fielded by Jan Kranti Da] headed by his son Rajveer are below 40 years. ")KD will do well because Llnfcepaas motor hain, to hamarepaas voter hain," says Kalyan,
In the above lines it is apparently clear that the emphasis is given to portray the protagonist as a human being who has learnt from his mistakes and transformed into a better person. Here the political actor is individualized. He is referred to as a 'chastened' person, who 'candidly' admits in a 'candid interview' his past faults, 'greatest blunders' which implies the decision to go along with Mulayam Singh. The author tries to draw attention to the actor's human nature and referring him as humble pereon. Mulayam Singh is referred to as a sub-human who acts on the basis of money {Unke pass motor hai; they have cars) where as his son's party JKD has large vote banks of people rather than money.
"No chance! Why should I go back to a party, which is gasping in the ICU? BJP is critically ill and no "Sanjivani" can revive it and UP. It's a party of liars. Today they claim to maintain a distance with Mayawati and they would Ije the first to crawl back to her if they get a signal from Iter. J resisted Mayawati thrice during my stint in the part}'. In fact i was tlie lone voice of dissent. Mayawati suits this army of corrupt and unscrupulous elements." "... her avarice backed by a cabinet equally greedy and reckless is well known ,. . everyone wants to know what made her tolerate the band of corrupt till the very end of her tenure?"
With the emphasis on "I", the author tries to show the gi-eatness of Kalyan Singh who controlled himself failing in a trap of corruption and restrained himself from joining iiands with Mayaximti (avarice,
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Making of a Celehiity
Artha / Soc Sd, 11, 2(2012) greedy) who is undermined here as a greedy politician (greedy and reckless,, band of corrupt) with irresponsible party members. Anaphoric references with use of pronouns 'it', 'they' refers to BJP which is a sinking ship because of its coaUtion with MayawatLBjP is portrayed her as "party of liars" which means the partv' lacks responsibility towards people and also lacks social values.
Discoursal Nature of the News Hem
The lead of the interview begins with the turn positioning Kalyan Singh as a candid but underachiever who lost his field in politics. The interview presents him as an expert predicting future results of several political parties in coming Uttar Pradesh Assembly Election, 2012. Sentence connector "however" is used in the lead which is balancing both sentences -". . . greatest blunders !ie Imd ever mmmitted. Hoioever, the successive betrayals have helped him to reinvent himself. Here "however" provides a base for the second sentence and in this turn interviewee's position is made somehow riot a pitiable one but more of an experienced player in the game of politics. The Interview presupposes (in the sentence-It's a party of iiars'} that B]P workers are committed to lies, corruptions other than working for common people. In tlie turn m question no. 2 (Aren't your meu^s oil BJP a bit too harsh .,..), the interviewer is implicitly tr}4ng to project BJP as a less corrupted party, opposing the claim of the actor. The interview is rich with rhetorical means like arguiraentation. The interview argued in favour of Kalyan Singh claimtog lamas a fcrathftil person who learnt from past mistakes {.. . thesuccessnxbetrm0s hme helped Mm to re-ument himself). The actor claims here that U,P. politicians will face resentment from public in coming polls due to their involvements in corruptions [Corruption is sure to haunt UP politicians). ^
The interviewee raised the issue of BJP going bankrupt in U.P. It is a typical political position with reference to mainstream politics. The ideological strand revealed in the stor)' is one tliat yields a dominant meaning (Hall, 1980) . it is the politics of a society, which is thoroughly casteist and talks about a man who is looking for a space in that set of casteist politics. 
Making of a Celebrity
Artha | Soc Sa, 11, 2(2012) ajntacting me. J got off, and logged on to their site. And there my film was. My objective was to make it to Oscars, and / went about methodically . . "
The lead begins with cataphoric reference "he" i-^'hich refers to the actor Sohan Roy who is described as a balanced person who can take success gracefully with the use of attributes "happy", "not surprised", "rock-solid". The emphasis is given to depict him as a fcxrused person {my objective went metluxiologicaUy). Here with anaphoric references the actor is portrayed as multi talented person referring him as a businessman, marine engineer along with his film making skills. Both cataphoric and anaphoric feferences along with adjectives are used here to glorify the aura of the celebrity persona mentioning him as "Renaissance man". Author triesto show the revival of Indian cinema through the actor's work influenced by his experience in various fields.
"You said you had visited the N4ullaperiyar dam site because "it is my moral responsibiUty, fundamental duty" to do so. WTiy did you i<&tl compelled to make the trip? "...It's my way of protesting peacefuDy. More than 40 lakh lives are at stake, and me need to act fast..."
The above references of the actor clearly .show that the actor is projected as a responsible person towards society who is actively involved to protest the socio-political dysfunctions in his own way {my may), which makes him ahead oi other acti\ists.
Discoursal Nature of the News Item
In the lead, the actor is depicted as an unusual celebrity who takes the Oscars fame graciously and without dumping his chair. Thus, the author here is showing him as a confident master of his creation. In question no. 4 "So, the film has persona! connect", the interviewer tries to take turn towards personal experiences of the director which worked as background infomtation for the film Silajit Guha and Sudjpta Paul ISSN 0975-329X
From answer no. 4 to answer no. 5 the interviewee's turn remained towards social issues and personal knowledge. In the question no. 6 to question no. 8 the interview takes turn on controversies and criticism faced by the film. The stor).' presupposes that standards of Hollywood movies are high and the actor wants to meet the Hollywood standards with Indian crews {. . . i wanted to make a 100% made-m-hidia tncnie of HoUyimod standards). The presupposition also extends the art of mythification (Barthes, 1977} by turning Hollywood into the final destination of filmmaking, which in reaht)' is not for experimental films. The story claimed for inspection of the structtires of the dam -"There are 5,000 dams across India today that are in urgent need of structural reinsioti. In 2020, this number will rise to 40,000, "There is an ideological tenet of naturalistic fervour lurking behind external veneer of professionally equipped filmmaker. The actor also wants to get his act ratified by Western standard which is indicative of post industrialized citizen. The story tries to establish for readers that celebrities have moral responsibilit}^ towards societ}' and success comes if work is planned and executed properly. It tries to keep people informed about the threats from inappropriately built dams, which can cause ha\'oc to mankind.
The discourse strand of the story is that it deals with the celebrating a filmmaker's entry into the world of glitz as his film is nominated for Oscar's awards. The story is in fact not exactly a public relation activity to give a chance to misunderstand film and its maker to be heard in public life. The discourse position of the stor)' is about a filmmaker who belongs to a different field or background but is still successful in leaving an impression in creative field far away from his professional domain. ITie news story is an attempt to celebrate the person by investing in him certain qualities, which are not to be found in an average filmmaker, A whole lot of attributes from different fields have been brought into play to impose a larger than life image. The discourse position shows the beginrang of imposing celebritydom on an individual who is so nearly a product of globalized India. It's a clear promotion of the novel to catch the attention in India and emphasis is given on novel's theme (tlaming sensuaBty). The actor is referred as political activist irrespective of his work who spent nights in brothels which projecting him as bold man with brave statement of taking shelter in brother. Normally in societ}'* persons afraid to speak publicly about spending nights in brothel due to fear of being misunderstood. Ihe author directly addresses the readers in the form of conversation {when you hear Mm spmk of..). here "you" refers to readers.
The stor\ talks about a laissez faire economy where a €&imm dosage of sex is usually required to sell a book. The story tri^ to Silajit Guha and Sudipta Paul ISSN 0975-329X provide the concept of a society, which is matured enough to dale With sensualitv' Tlie actor here argued on the difference between pornography and erotica -claim l-"lliere is a difference betroeen pomogi'aphy and erotica", claim 2-"Erotic writing leaves enough cues for you to imagine it yourself and claim 3-"Wlten the mind engages icith body, it results in erotica. Othemnse, it's porn "
The stor}f underscores the promotion of KunalBasu's new novel, TJK Yellow Emperor's Cure though the story begins with the actor's background information and gradually unfolds the theme of KunalBasu's sensual literar}' work for the Indian readers, which attracted much attention from the Western world. The discourse position of the story is aimed at attracting the readers about current trends in novel writing in the West and how an Indian author can be appreciated if he follows the trend. The USP of the stot}' is that level of erotica present in the novel is enough to mesmerize even the W^estemers as well as Hollywood. The story only talks atout the glitz associated with an author earning fame in the West.
Epilogue
The above example of news interview of political celebrity clearly shows that pohtics is now celebrated by making the political news more trivialized and less ehtist through the action of public relation exercise in Indian context In the three news stones, the celebrity journalism comes together with public relation and promotion of actors' activities. The stories contain key elements of celebrity culture juxtaposing the entertainment values, use of colloquialism with the news reports of their activities. Tlirough the entire process of 'celebntisation', the celebrit)' news contiibutes to make actors as a social entity and help readers to makf sense of the social world. Moreover, the textual polysemy draw attentions to serious issues like corruption, social issues, political decisions and implementation under entertaining coverage of celebrit\-news, thus decodmg ever)' news item associated with celebrities m accordance with dominant interest The entire approach smacks of an effort to legitimize private action in public domain with an understanding of public interest in accordance with liberal laiseezaffaire economic regime, which essentialH' talks about a culture of consumption.
MaMiag of a Celebrit>-Artha / Soc Sci, 11, 2(2012) above stories, the approach of celebriH' reporting relies on «ii^tiHg more rhetorically tailored language, underlying ppicmtions to create the 'ideological square' (Van Dijk, 1998) of glorified identity of the celebrity or through 'negative ?iher presentation ' (Van Dijk, 1998) . hi the case of first sample, other politicians are negatively representeci and all three above Ampfe show the positive glorified representation of the actors. Itius celebrity journalism is a powerful genre of cornmunication employed by press with the use of argumentation, other rhetorical aneans and tries to organize understanding of mass people about fi« entire celebrity world. The stories try to create relations fcetwefisi the celebrities and readers as virtual relations between |»isons sharing common space and have Para-social interaction, Tl« 'multifunctional text' (Fairclough, 1995) of the three news items shows trend towards conversationlisation with the use of colloquial words to minimize the gap between projected celebrity and readers Mkd markctization of celehiity persona. 
CELEBRITY CONSTRUCTION BY INDIAN PRESS: AN ANALYSIS OF FEAMLE CELEBRITIES
Introduction
While media as a negotiator of society gives better understanding of the world and works between tension of providing entertainment and information, tie acts by which gender is constituted bear similarities to performative ocis w.fhin theatrical contexts' (Butlerl 990: 272). Journalism as a 'loudhoiler for tne pov/erfu!' (Richardson, 2007) is a soieable commodity, which often devotes ample space to actions ond opinions of powerful groups for entertainment and in a v/oy reinforces the power of hegemonlstic constructions in the society. Formation of Celebritydom by medias in a carefully cavalier way in fact refere to a strange kind of medio manipulation. Celebrities surrender themselves to media quite willfully while media keep on believing that it has been their success to galvanise public opinion in favour of a celebrity. Medio keep on nurturing the hubris that their effort in maximimising or minimising the flow of public opinion in certain directions has been responsible for the longer or shorter shelf life o* a celebrit)' or o place in the minds of fans. This is o zerosome gome where both media and celebrities ore engaged in a performolive act of hoodwinking each other but the construction of celebrity discourse provides birth to an arena for media watchers to evaluote media m.ochinations from a completely different perspective. fv4edia ploy key role in transmitting the public truth in private order of discourse, which causes moss desire, or culture of consumption ond intimacy of illusion between stars ond fans. Fame ana celebnties ore alwoys desiroble objects for media and celebnty-o broader ond preferred term used by medio is a 'pubiicisable personality' {Boorsttn, 1 961) who is famous for his/ her well knownness, Celebrity os a mediated persona is 'absolutely dependent on the media to create and disseminate a persona to on audience' (Evans and Hesmondholgh, 2005) . Celebrity in the age of modern mass media is not reol but superliciol commodity for moss consumption. Celebrities in the coverage of medio actually create social meanings of the wodd because celebrity ond media ore mutuolly constitutive. "A celebrity always represents something more than himi or herself. So celebrity conveys, directly or indirectly, particular social values, such as meaning of work and achievement, definition of sexual and gendered idenfity" (Evans and Hesmondholgh, 2005 ). Medic's representofion of fabricated imoge ol ceiebrity with Ine use ot textuol de%' tce is called process of 'celebritisation', The process of celebriiisation conveys symbolic meaning of socio! world-how audience/readers perceive the sense of social v/or!d tfirough media's celebrity construction. Aciuaily the celebrity culture is based on the ideology ol positive sdf-promofion, public presentation and fabricated image construction by cultural mediators, Holmes end Redmond (2006) prefer io term the entire process of production and consumption of stors and circulated images of celebrities as a process of celebrification. Marshall (1997} asserts that 'celebrities-unique or idiosyncratic personalities attempt to achieve autonomous statuses'. Thus celebrities hove influential power to control the masses through the constructed images (Marshall, 1997) . While theorizing female stars, Rebecca Williams (2007) in on article accounts how recent studies neglect mainstream female stars v»'ith highly gendered discussions. According to Williams (2007) , conventional theories of stardom and celebrity either neglect the female stars or portray them in gendered categories of mosculinized as tough personality and feminized as powerless female figures. Moreover, content of celebrity news even if {• is a trivial news piece actually hos polysemy of ters. Therefore, the paper employs methodology of critical discourse onalysis to onolyze femo'e celebrities within the ambit of representation and ideology.
Objectives
The paper tries tc find out the discursive elements in female celebrity news items of two national dailies, The Times of India and The Telegraph. The paper undertakes on attempt to analyze the emerging celebrity discourse through the select female celebrity news coveroge by Indian press. The paper also ottempts to explore the understanding of the ceiebriiy world through disccurses of celebriiisation in writings of print medic.
Methodology of critical discourse anolysis
Discourse is a multidrmensionol social phenomenon fWodak and Meyer, 2009) and can be a linguistic object, an action, social practice, mental representation, communicative event, and a cultural product. Discourse analysis attempts to show how use of longuoge can provide different views of the social world and different meanings of it. Normon Fairclough (1995) shov/s that discourse includes representations of how things ore and have been, as well os imaginories, representations of how things might or could or should be. Critical discourse analysis is a method, which includes detailed analysis of texts-how gender.
ideoiogy and identity ore depicted in d particular text (Poiiridge, 2006) . For PoHridge (2006), critical discourse onotysis means to "trace the underlying ideologies from the iinguistic features GI Q terf, onpocking particular biases and ideological presuppositions underlying the text, and relating the text to other texts and to people's experiences ond beliefs." Methodology of critical discourse onotysis helps discover how the textual Interpretation, discursive practices (language and thoughts in celebrity text) and rion-discursive practices create new sei of emerging discourse, Macrostrudure of eoch femaie celebrity story is Qnoiyzed here, which includes onaiysis of overoll meoning from combining the propositions, ionguage use and norrative to understand the multifunction of celebrity texts. Discourse position of a news story can be determined through the ideological position of the producer as ideology of media and nature of media power are interconnected. Ideological work of celebrity discourse con be understood hov/ the celebrity world is presented, what celebrity identities are constructed, what relationship is built up among the femaie celebrities and readers. Five news items on female celebrities ore selected here from Guwahoti edition of two noiionol dailies The Times of india and The Teiegroph, which would involve quolitative analysis of the stories.
Analysts of the celebrity text
Fis'e celebrity news items ore selected here for the purpose of understanding the celebrity world depicted by the print medio. The first sample is selected from 6* January 2012 issue of The Telegraph on Soilwood celebrity Sonom Kapoor.' Tlie interview vras published in Friday supplement ETC of The Telegraph by interviewer Priyanko Roy. The context of the story is news on Sollyv/ood celebrity on the occasion of a film release. The surface of the text is en evocative tmcoge with the headline *l am too young to regref. The actor is portrayed here as a fashion diva. The tnferview is an example of laissei faire discourse to establish the acfress OE Z fashion divo with skiifu! use of attributes like-hot, iconic togs, foshionisfa, and sior-stpjck person. The ideological square of the story is positive seff-representotion of the actor. The interviev,' was published as a part of promotion ^•' ''e'cp:c""!r,c Tim Players. The focus of the c-to'y is more on the individualized •nfonr.Qticn incn the making »f film. The-discourse posiiton of the interview is aimed to promote the actress in glorified position by eulogizing over the actor's personality and tolking about glitz associated with film actresses [slar-struck person). It olso tries to project thot film actresses are actually very ordioasY person with v/hom youngsters can corretote (I really missed .home, like fo fravet chill, hang out with friends.
ot the end of the day, I o,m o normal giri). It's an investment of innocent womanhood in a film diva through the dexterous use of vocabulary (I om too young (26) to regret; I am quite dumb like that). The anaphoric references ore used here to show the actress more as a fashion divo than a creative person in film. These lines underscore iiie glitz associaied with film industry, Film and fashion go hand in hand. It's a celebritised vv-oy to sell her to the medio (" I take the tag in o very positive woy and / (eel proud of the fact that of such o young age I have been given an iconic tag ...,....< am a very star sfruck person. I get star-strock seeing our own Bollywood stars!").
The second sample is an interview of Bollywood actress Biposho Basu by interviewer Pnyonfeo Roy. The interview was published on The Teiegroph on 6* January 2012 in ETC supplement of The Telegraph. The context of the story is news on Sollyvk'ood celebrity on the occasion of film release. The surface of the text is again an evocotive image with heodline "Kissing on screen scares me". The octor mentioned here is Bollywood actress Bipasha Bosu. The actor is portrayed here as highly professional actress and fitness treak. Though the inter/iew v^as published on the releose of film but prefers to discuss more of the actress Biposho Bosu than the film. The stor^' depicts Bipasha as Q highly professional person^ o fitness freak, and on independent modern v^omon who is happy to be single and can refuse old institutions like marriage from her life. The story goes along with evocative pictures of the actress, "When a shot like ihat is done, it v»'i/l be discussed, no matter which country' if is. k is supposed to be this very sexy, sensuous shot of o woman, /md for Players, we needed ihat gloss and ihat package...."-the sentences presuppose that film heroines do not mind to be typecast in sensuous rotes to add voyeuristic pleasure for audience, it shows o neo liberal society with permissiveness where reel life and real life are blurred. "I am very luck/ to hove been born in Basu family.... I am on actress but I have cousins who are in their 30s and are not married.., I am not agoinst morrioge.,." the tines represent post feminist ideology where a woman in a society is personally empov/ered and rejecting the dominant belief y.'here woman were expected to be married at right age and be an ideal wife. "Like kissing is svch an infimcte moment and emotion and I am not comfortable doing it on screen...it really scores me", -the lines show an effort to establish that even a film heroine is a reol human being v^ith certain amount of inhibitions. The story hos intertexyol elements like reference of Halle Berry's bikini shot from Hollywood James Bond film, Lokshmon rekha from Indian mythology Romayono to show the limitations or certain norms to be followed by every'body. Here in the interview the onopboric references are used to project bold sensuous image projected by the actress, it's a public relation exercise for keeping hope olive for getting roles in future ("I vv-ore bikini thinking that it was in perfect sync with the film. Also, I am in great shape right now and because of thot a bikini does not scare me anymore I am not against marriage,, but I just can't marry onyone. / hove to find a guy first!").
The third nev/s item is selected from The Times of India's 11"' January 2012 issue. The stopf appeored in the Times Enfertoinmenf section. The context of the story is '3Q gossip on ceiebrity presented by outhorNeho Moheshwan. Surface of the text is an evocotive imoge with quololion of the celebrity as heading "I want to marry you right now". Adors mentioned here ore Mahek Chahat and Danish Kbon. The actors ore poriroyed os loya! lovebirds. It is a public relation exercise for a positive representofson of Mahek as a ioyal ponner and as on idea! Indian giri. The author shows views of the lover of a television celebrity. The stor>' begins with the presupposition that media olready hove given importance to the rumor ond ample space has been devoted to this issue (Much has been written about Salman Khan's fondness for "Big Boss 6" confestan) Mohck Chahol). Mahek Chahol's personality is conforming to the feminine stereotypes as good girl with troits of psychological dependency on her male portner, giving importance to marriage OS per parent's oppro%'al. Donish Khon was shown as o conformist male whose function is to give support to his female partner The story idealizes Indion values and shows cross-culturoi marriages are stiii not acceptoble in Indian society. The author tries to give spices of face to face interaction like electronic medio with the use of sentences like "we faring you the real Khon in Chahai's Me" which shows conversotionalisation of news. The interview was token online chatting, v^hich can be understood with use of verb "signs off". Anaphoric references refer to the actor in the story who was o contestant of o television reolity show, which was onchored by Solman Khan. The references are used to refute the rumors talked about the actor ond introduce the real man of her life. Though they live in Norway but by origin they ore Indians. Indian society still gives volues to marriage with parents' opprovo! than live-in relationships. Moreover, cross-cultural moTiages ore still not occeptable in on orthodox society (A computer Engineer by profession, lie and Mahek grew up together in Norway. They kept their relationship under wraps because iheir porents weren't comfortable with it. "She is a Sikh and you know how complicated it can be... She colled me moments after her eviction from the house and told me, Danish no money is worth more thon 0 relationship. /' don't core obout onything else. You just come here and m.arr)' me right now"). The references are used to shov»' Mahek's moral character that values marriage and relationships more than any othe-' material possessions. She is a one-mon type womon and there is no scope for any rumors about So/man ^.ha.n and hen
The fourth sample of the analysis appeared on 11 * January 20 T2 in the Times of indfo's Entertainment section. The context of the news is celebrity news regarding online 'hate messages'. The news is about actress Kim Kordoshion who was defamed by online haters The surface ol the text is an evocative picture of Kim Kardasbian in bikini oiong with headline "K,m to sue her online haters". This small piece of news item tries to inform readers about the online uplooded hate messages for Kim KordashJan and the founder of the online defamatory website will be summoned to the court. The story deals with an octress vvho believes that her reputation has a market price ond she should counter hate campaigns. The story is o typicol example of loissez-taire economy where morket determines the reputoticn of an individual, it is assumed that the cdcr has got a positive reputation in the market. So, the stor/ is based on a supposition that the actress has been wronged against and the media have a responsibiiity in giving her a voice in the public ptace. The story points out that it's a society which ta!b in terms of hate campcigns, compensations, legalities and ethicaiities of hate campoigns and so on. If reveals the picture cl a society where one fan decides to spread hole messages io become closer to the ocfor. The story reveals the public relation strategy where the audience and fans can consider themselves superior to the reality TV star. This bod publicity octuaily helps celebrity in re-imaging her celebrity status. The discourse position of the stopf' reveols that a celebrity story can find ploce in the nev/s section if an evocotive picture accompanies if even if it is about a trivial issue.
The fifth sample of the analysts is a news item on celebrity context selected from the issue of The Times of India dated 25* January 2012. The news item is an agency copy of ANI and oppeared on Times Enteiiainmenf section. The surtoce of the text is a provocative image with the headline-"She does not want to be typecast". The news is on HoHj'wood actress Kate Beckinsale who was portrayed as a delicate and fragile woman in the Hollywood industry. It is o celebrity news item about an actress Kate who was assumed to get stereotypical roies in films and prefers to do more serious empov/ering female roles. The story comes along with collective symbol Itke sensual black and white picture of Hollywood actress Kate Beckinsaie. This news item appeared in one ot the leading dailies of Indio ond shows that it's a liberal society where a v/omon does not mind io give photo shoot in gown with evocative posture. It is a typical celebrity story where a heroine is interested with certain virtues borrowed from the world of innocence. The intemol intertexuol element and anaphoric references with the emphasis on 'i'" clearly shows thot the star discursively positions herself OS a professional performer and this piece of nev« item is simply a public relation exercise for her to get some roles in films, usually a toctic employed by film stors during a dull period for keeping hope alive for their film career in the industry (.. .?'ve got to play something about that has a little bit more edge to it. I love this charocter (Selene), i really om proud ot the fact that I've gotten to plcy this king of rather iconic, empowered, empowering woman). The story GISO underscores the influen.ee of Holh/wood industry in the creation of a star persona with the deliberate use of media (We don't fcnow if we really want to see her for this part, cause it's a cop, arid she is really v&y delicate). Media and film industry often construct celebrity image and conventional theories of stardom polarize female stars in 'highly gendered categories either masculine or feminine cotegories' (Williams, 2007) . Here in Kate's cose the media try to construct her image as a disempowered woman with the skillful use of adjectives "delicate" and "frogile" and also as a sexualized image with the use of evocative picture of the star.
Conclusion
The analysis of female celebrity texts gives the idea of individualism, success and failure of public personolities. This provdes understanding of celebrity world of power plcy, image making, and achievements through |ournatislic discourse of print media. From these ce:ebrity stories, it is easily understood that the celebrities use media for the purpose of celebritssation, the desire for fame, effort to be in the linnelight, which gives them a space in the society; thev shore a common place with their fons The sehcf femaie Cfe.'&farit)' news if ems aci more as promotional public relation strategies for ceiebrittes even if the news items convey bad publicity like news of Kim Kardashian. All the select stories togeih.er show media's continuous effo*1 of giving importance to constructed medioted star image as a real impression of star's life. These female celebrity stories provide the 'promotional outlets for carefully managed and produced publicity' (Gamson, 1994) for mass consumption, Biposfio Sosu end Sonam Kapoor's inter/iews in 7"/je Tehgraph show post-feminist perspective where 'young women con link fashion with pov^er rather than powerlessness' (Waiter, 1999 , cited in Laughey, pp-115, 2008}. Rebecca Feasy (2006 identifies this kind of surface appearance and celebrity fashion as o site of post-feminist empowerment, Mohefc: Chahal and Kofe Beckinsale's stories in The Times of India try to portray them as delicate women conforming to feminine stereotypes. The print medio here try to portray ideology of feminity where these femole celebnties are pubiiciied into the frame of feminine persona-Aiohek as an ideal girl, Kcfe as c delicate but empowered womon, 6/pos.ho and Sonan as moderrs women v^ho emphasize glorified personality and appearance. All these female celebrity stories occompony evocative pictures of the female stars and shov* media's keen interest lo represent female celebrities as sensual objects as well as to disseminate media's dominant ideology of portraying female stors os pleasurable spectacles for mass consumption. Turner (2004 ) observes (as cited Rebecca Feasy, pp-183, 2006 ) that these celebrity stories actually 'woo readers by offering positive pictures ond gossip features about celebrities.' Moreover, through the tabloidised contents of Mahelc's gossip, portrayal of Biposiio, Sonom, Kate os ordinory women, these celebrities goin power in a society and the medio leave ample scope for the readers to speculate and negotiate those mediated identities as highly visible and attractive spectocles Femole readers can view fhe stars as feminine role models who have been oble to ochieve sophistication and celebrity cure. Anaphoric references in these stories vWth the repetitive uses of "I" portray female celebrities as 'possessive individuals' (Aibercrombie et. ol, 1 986 / who want to grofify public narcissism, Repetitive use of "I" in celebnty quotations emphasizes ?he ideology of success and power as an individual. The medio portray these actresses os narcissistic stars who love to create their own idolized images. These two notional dailies successfully create para-socio! relationsliip between the stars ond their fans through cclcbritisation and use of conversationalisotion. The para-sociol relationship is established through the creation of 'illusion of intimacy' where stars perform 'surrogale function, standing in for absent or non-existent friends' {Schickel, 1 985), Parasocial relationship provides a way of compensation for loneliness of the fans and involves 'life offirming connectivity' where stars-fans relotionship shows actual form of sociability in the modern world os foce-to-face relationship has decreased (Holmes and Redmond, 2006} . Through the news on pleasurable identities, the national dailies try to provide instant gratification to readers by merging private and public spheres i.e, news of private lives of stors, their thoughts and soft thrill news enter into the lives of readers. Fans form psychological connection with the imagined celebrity world. It shows intoxicating effect of searching their similarities with the stars, following star's styles which foster fan's desire to share common sphere with their adored stars. The print media asserts its power to attract readers towards feminine attractiveness. The stories of Biposha Basu to Kate ore continuous efforts of media to give human touch for depiction of more real self of the celluloid personality. The representation of these female stars as ordinary beings and gossip about Mahek Chohat end Salman Khan's relotionship not only enhance celebrity connectedness v/ith their readers but also enhance the desire for the celebrity or culture of consumption. Sonom Kapoor's story portrays her as a fashion icon, which creates desire for readers to look at stylish iconic celebrity figures as 'fashionable feminity' to 'try on the looks of today's fashior^able stars' (Rebecca Feasey, 2006) . This celebrity news can be seen as bridging the gap between readers and celebrities by encouraging 'fantasies of belonging, of imagined communities' (Hermes, 1997) . For Hermes (1997) , "gossip lends to create closeness or familiar faces in a wider world by helping the reader to bring celebrities into her or his circle of fomily, friends ond ocquointances," These efforts of discursive construction of celebrity sphere oduoliy talks about culture of consumption in the regime of laiseez-faire economy to unveil the natural person under the cover of monufactured celebrity image. Though the newspapers try to provide pleasurable spectotorship with sensuol pictures of female stars along ond portrayal of Mahek and fete conforming to feminine stereotypes, these five select femoie celebrity stories all together present on empowering feminine discourse. Each news story discursively posiiions contemporary women in positive representation in the reolm of celebrity aura and sophistication, which strengthens the culture of consumption. The press successfully constructs these celebrities as an object of desire; unveiling real persons behind the professional performer v/ith v/hom fans can identify themselves. These stories show cocoonisation of a fantasy world by providing temporary salisfoction to the readers and provocation for desire of fame and star quality. The print media remains firm in its hegemonistic role of constructing imagined celebrity-fon discursive network through the process of celebritisation which actually intensifies 'fannish desire' (Kristina Busse, 2006) to see the authentic selves ot slors behind ceiebrification.
